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WH AUDEN said that “when a man can 
occupy himself with countin! syllables, 
either he has not yet attempted any 
spiritual climb, or he is over the hump”. 
In ‘Finne!ans Wake’  Joyce finally 

loosens up and counts syllables. It is one of the world’s 
ironies that unpoetic ‘Ulysses’  is the book for which 
he is celebrated, and which was read out on the smu! 
streets of Dublin this Bloomsday, as it is every year.

Whatever its value as a novel, as a work of art 
‘Ulysses’ is a failure. Joyce is pulled between the world 
he wants and the one he has, like Dedalus; like Bloom, 
he knows there cannot be one without the other. Joyce 
heaves his lan!ua!e around everywhere with the 
!reatest di"culty, in each chapter restartin! and 
startin! over a!ain in a new style, but each time it does 
not do what he wants. ‘Ulysses ’ swells and shrinks and 
blows all over the place.

By Rory O’Sullivan

Nearlylife
‘Finnegans Wake’, Joyce’s greatest 
work, ranks him among the rare 
artists who actually achieved the 
spiritual condition they sought

Beckett, in his essay ‘Dante... Bruno. Vico.. 
Joyce’ claims that ‘Finnegans Wake’ is an 
attack on, well, everything – at least our 
concept of ‘everything,’ and that this attack is 
all about language

Wringlings upon wronglings among incomputables about an 
uncomeoutable (an angel prophetethis? kingcorrier of beheasts? the 
calif in his halifskin? that eyriewringing one?) and the voids bubbily 

vode’s dodos across which the boonomouths from their dupest dupes 
were in envery and anononously blowing great

What Joyce, the artist, wanted, was not to !ive us an 
exposition of the world we think we live in, but to 
represent the world we do live in – to recall us to our 
lives. He was not a philosopher but a soul-saver, a 
missionary, and throu!hout his work, even ‘Dubliners’ 
and ‘Portrait of the Artist, ’ his subject is not the 
meanderin! waters of life, as is so often believed, but 
conversion.

What, exactly, to convert people into, most of the 
time he was unsure of. The last lines of the early books 
(Stephen’s diary: “Old father, old artificer, stand me 
now and ever in !ood stead” – Gabriel lookin! at the 
snow “fallin! faintly… faintly fallin!”) are Damascene 
moments, but they resolve not so much to carry out the 
work as to fi!ure out which work to undertake. 

Joyce experienced the artistic version of the human 
tra!edy of finitude. For an artist who succeeds, the 
reward of their years of labour is an insi!ht strictly 
secret and personal: theirs is a Church of One.

‘Finne!ans Wake’, the hymnbook of Joyce’s Church 
of One, has a remarkable coherence and unity, not just 
of style, but of tone: it is rapturously exultant. In literary 
terms it is the anti-‘Ulysses’: ‘Ulysses’  puts clear and 
ordinary characters into a plot so strai!ht and narrow 
it is hardly worth the name, drownin! them all in a 
schizophrenic variety; whereas ‘Finne!ans Wake’ 
moves with steadfast inte!rity towards and across 
nothin!. It is birdson!. It is temptin! to call it a poem 
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instead of a novel, but that would be no less arbitrary 
because it is somethin! alto!ether new.

Of course, the book does not make sense. But nor 
does it make nonsense. Its lan!ua!e is not only 
consistent but hi!hly worked, careful, and complete: 
the seventeen years Joyce claimed to have worked on 
it were busily spent. Some of its lines are as beautiful 
as can be, and even Bor!es in his ne!ative review of 
the book said that they were “not inferior to 
Shakespeare”.

Lines such as: “The au!ustan peacebetothem 
oaks, the monolith ridin! stark from the moonlit 
pinebarren” and “By the riverin! waters, 
hitherandthitherin! waters of. Ni!ht!”

These should empower us once and for all to reject 
the idea that the book is complete nonsense – with 
as much force as the academics who study it now do 
the ‘Skeleton Key’ of its twentieth-century 
professional decoders, Joseph Campbell and Henry 
Morton Robinson.

‘Finne!ans Wake’ is nearlysense, a nearlybook of 
nearlywords that nearlyrhymeandreason – that is 
how it is a masterpiece. It is easy to write nonsense 
(monkeys, typewriters etc), hard to write hundreds of 
pa!es of coherence; but what Joyce did is 
breathtakin!ly di"cult, not to mention outlandish.

Beckett, in his essay ‘Dante... Bruno. Vico.. Joyce’ 
claims that ‘Finne!ans Wake’ is an attack on, well, 
everythin! – at least our concept of ‘everythin!,’ and 
that this attack is all about lan!ua!e because Joyce 
reco!nises how the world as we know it is a lan!ua!e, 
an ulterior lan!ua!e of lan!ua!es. He is like Dante in 
how he attempts to return the Lin!ua In!lese to the 
status of a Questione, how for him the dictionary 
words are a de!eneration from the Adamic lexicon.

Beckett is ri!ht that En!lish is “full of sophisms”, 
words that mean nothin! outside themselves. He 
!ives the example that the word ‘doubt’ su!!ests not 
a sin!le state or condition but stands vaporously 
above several and obscures them (unlike e.!. Latin, 
Dubitare, which specifically ima!ines ‘waverin!’).

We can join Beckett in scourin! the lexicon of 
‘Finne!ans Wake’ for a ‘desophistication’ of En!lish, 
in the vocabulary and syntax of which, in exchan!e 
for the paltriness of semantic knowled!e, we have 
bartered away wisdom.

If we do so, Beckett and Joyce start to look like the 
early Derrida – the one who was not yet a celebrity; 
the Husserlian metaphysician who, some mornin! in 
the #$%&s, woke up and realised that new 
technolo!ies were revealin! how lan!ua!e, brin!s 
forth to us the world in a symbolic act (which he called 
“writin!”) and, with the same stroke, murders it on 
arrival. The Derrida who wrote: “Writin! is unthinkable 
without repression”.

This Derrida would have said that Beckett relies too 
much in his essay on the concept of a raw Bein!, 
beyond lan!ua!e, defined as a presence in the Now: 
True Bein! conceived as silent noondays walkin! 
alon! the cli's.

On the other hand, ‘Finne!ans Wake’ does not do 
this. Let me make a comparison based on those 
anterior ideals of which words are the metaphorical 
expressions in daily consciousness: ‘Finne!ans 

Wake’ is ‘Don Quixote’. Char!in! at windmills, Quixote 
is full of nonsense (we think at first), and those around 
him are at least on the ri!ht planet; but somewhere 
down the pa!es thin!s muddle and then at last it is 
hard to tell just whose, anymore, is the fantasy.

Some readers dismiss Quixote or else dia!nose him 
with somethin! and move on; others take it as a 
challen!e to outdo him in sentimental thou!htlessness 
(Harold Bloom was one, and he had the same reaction 
to ‘Finne!ans Wake’) but above them sits Cervantes, 
the author, who is neither and both of Don Quixote 
and Sancho Panza, who has achieved the spiritual 
condition of thinkin! in nearlysense.

The question does ‘Finne!ans Wake’ make sense? 
is a quixotic one. If there is a di'erence between 
Cervantes and Joyce it is that Joyce is more direct: 
Cervantes takes the horse to water, but Joyce rams it 
down by the head to drink.

His directness a'ords him the capacity to strike not 
just at feelin!s and ima!inin!s but the whole edifice 
of reason formed of itself out of somethin! immanent 
but inscrutable. What is art if not this (so to speak) 
fuckin! with people?

But even still, it is not all desecration: ‘Finne!ans 
Wake’ builds somethin!. It is undoubtedly Joyce’s 
!reatest work, placin! him in the tiny rank of artists 
who actually achieved the spiritual condition they 
sou!ht. And like them, in achievin! it he expanded 
the concept of what that condition means in !eneral, 
and therefore expanded the human concept of 
humanity itself, which is to say that he discovered the 
truth of certain paradoxes: first, that a word is at once 
an object and a subject and a sound and none of 
these; second, that the end of life is neither an end 
nor a be!innin!; third, that sense and nonsense are 
not di'erent at all.

In the place of ‘New Life,’ the book that revealed to 
Dante his entire mission as an artist, Joyce discovered 
‘Nearlylife’, a celebration of futility which is also 
freedom, beauty, justice, and truth.

That the world lar!ely i!nored this discovery and 
preferred ‘Ulysses,’ should not surprise anybody. It is 
more of the biblical tale of Moses and the mountain: 
a tale that, like all others, in the envisionin! of 
‘Finne!ans Wake’, will repeat itself a!ain and a!ain 
in the hu!e open circle of time, vastness without 
cease – you can see why the spiritual climb ends with 
countin! syllables. 

We can join Beckett in scouring the lexicon of 
‘Finnegans Wake’ for a ‘desophistication’ of English — 
like the early Derrida who, some morning in the 1960s, 
realised that language brings forth to us the world in a 
symbolic act (which he called “writing”) and, with the 
same stroke, murders it on arrival

Don Quixote by 
P!bloPic!sso.


